
Find native memory leaks in Java 
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Do you want to work with Java and cool things? Join us at 
CodeMint! And check our performance course 19-20/10! 



Today we will see how to track down and diagnose real, native 
memory leaks in Java 

• What is a native memory leak? 

 

 

• What happens when there is a leak? 

 

 

• What tools are there for finding native leaks? 

 

 

• How is it done in practice (demo)? 

 

 

• Summary 

Agenda… 
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This talk is based on a True Story™ and all processes were 

killed with a minimum of pain 



What is a native memory leak? 
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The most common memory leaks in Java (while dangerous) are 
not “real” memory leaks 

• The heap runs out of space because some objects cannot be 

garbage collected 

 
 They may be reachable from a GC root even though the running 

application has lost track of them 

 

 They may be held by a poorly designed cache (all to common!) 

 

 

 

• The native meta space keeps growing and growing (forgot to 

set MaxMetaSpaceSize with Java 8) 

 

What is a native memory leak… 
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The JVM knows perfectly well that it has allocated the memory 

and thinks it is putting it to good use 



A native memory leak is when an application asks the operating 
system for some memory and then forgets about it 

 

• Typically an application calls malloc and gets some memory 

 

 

 

• As long as it keeps track of the memory there is no leak 

 

 

 

• If it discards the reference without calling free there is a leak – 

the OS thinks that the application has the memory, but the 

application no longer remembers 

 

What is a native memory leak… 
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What happens when there is a leak? 
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When memory starts to run out bad things happen 

 

• The system may start to swap – ever tried a full GC while 

swapping to disk? 

 

 

• The out of memory killer may decide to go on a killing spree, 

terminating processes right and left 

 

 

• Memory allocations may fail and many applications handle that 

poorly (not at all) 

What happens when there is a leak… 
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The most common short-term solution is planned restarts, 
typically when most people like to sleep 

 

• Restarting the application returns the leaked memory 

 

 

 

• Downtime is bad, but unplanned downtime is worse 

 

 

 

• Planned downtime generally happens during the night 

What happens when there is a leak… 
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Who will get the job? 



Contacting support is rarely as helpful as one might have hoped 

• Support typically starts with canned questions – they are 

measured on how fast they respond and close cases, not on 

how often they solve hard problems 

 

 

• Support can rarely reproduce the issue, and they need to do 

that in order to contact the developers 

 

 

• Support will ask for logs, details about the system 

configuration, more logs, what you had for breakfast, more 

logs, what your grandmother had for breakfast, more logs, a 

business case, more detailed logs… 

What happens when there is a leak… 
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Support can help when you have found the root cause 

What happens when there is a leak… 
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Finding the root cause is what this presentation is all about! 

Oracle solved JDK-8180048 in less than a week – warp speed! 



What tools are there for finding native 
leaks? 
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Fortunately there are tools for finding native leaks – we will cover 
NMT and jemalloc 

• Java comes with Native Memory Tracking built in – that is our 

first stop 

 

• Java on Linux can be configured to use jemalloc and record 

allocations – including allocations outside of the JVM by native 

code (JNI, a prime suspect) – we’ll try that too 

 

• Memory leaks can be found in other ways, but that is left as an 

exercise for the reader 
 Debugging (not practical with realistic traffic) 

 Special build with memory tracking (not trivial unless you are a JVM 

developer) 

 OS level tracing (not trivial for most Java developers, speaker included) 

 Some other option we missed 

Tools… 
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Native memory tracking can be enabled using a JVM option and 
is then controlled using jcmd 

• Enable native memory tracking at summary level or detail level 

 
-XX:NativeMemoryTracking=[summary|detail] 

 

 

• Optionally print memory usage when the application terminates 

 
-XX:+UnlockDiagnosticVMOptions -XX:+PrintNMTStatistics 

 

 

• Create a baseline and get differences over time 
 
 jcmd <pid> VM.native_memory baseline 

 jcmd <pid> VM.native_memory detail.diff 

Tools – Native Memory Tracking… 
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Enabling NMT costs 5-10% CPU and uses additional memory, 

so think twice before doing it in production 



Trends are much easier to spot if the NMT summary is logged 
and plotted over time 

Tools – Native Memory Tracking… 
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jcmd <pid> VM.native_memory summary 



If you need the heavy guns, profile allocations with jemalloc – 
then you can find leaks in JNI code 

 

• Most Linux systems use malloc from glibc, but it is possible to 

change that in favor of jemalloc 

 Install (or build from source) jemalloc with profiling 

 Configure Java to use jemalloc using LD_PRELOAD 

 

 

• Enable profiling using MALLOC_CONF 

 

 

• Use jeprof to produce a text report or a nice graph over the 

allocations – eventually the leak should stand out 

Tools – jemalloc… 
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Don’t worry about the details now, we will do this shortly 



Murphy was an optimist, so if something can go wrong it will 

• Production issues are not always reproducible in test systems 

and you can’t measure in production – getting a reproducible 

test case in place is half the battle 

 

• All Java executables do not come with symbols1 – fix that first, 

it makes a huge difference 
 

[0x00007fc2d1ac3e0d] 

[0x00007fc2d1ac3e71] 

[0x00007fc2d1e75267] 

[0x00007fc2d1e7578b] 

                            (malloc=340168KB #42521) 

 

• All versions of jemalloc are not compiled with profiling, so you 

may have to build from source or install an alternative version 

Tools – Pitfalls… 
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Note 1: Oracle’s JVM ships with symbols. The default built-in OpenJDK packages in Red Hat/CentOS do not. The debuginfo-install 

command helps a bit, but some symbols are still missing. 



How is it done in practice? 
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We will find an obvious leak using NMT and jemalloc – a realistic 
example requires much more time 

• Start a leaking application with NMT and jemalloc enabled 

 

 

• Create an NMT baseline 

 

 

• Check NMT difference reports 

 

 

• Check NMT summary and detail reports 

 

 

• Create jemalloc reports 

How is it done in practice… 
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No talk without Docker these days, so here we go 

FROM centos:7 

 

RUN yum upgrade -y ; yum group install -y "Development Tools" ; \ 

    yum install -y wget tcl which zlib-devel git docbook-xsl \  

        libxslt graphviz; \ 

    yum clean all 

 

# Build jemalloc from source in order to enable profiling 

RUN mkdir -p /opt && cd /opt && \ 

    git clone https://github.com/jemalloc/jemalloc.git 

RUN cd /opt/jemalloc && git checkout -b stable-4 origin/stable-4 

RUN cd /opt/jemalloc && ./autogen.sh --enable-prof 

RUN cd /opt/jemalloc && make dist 

RUN cd /opt/jemalloc && make 

RUN cd /opt/jemalloc && make install 

 

# No longer possible to download from OTN with wget/curl 

# without authentication and we want Oracle's Java version 

COPY jdk-8u131-linux-x64.tgz /opt/ 

How is it done in practice… 
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The contrived example showcases a known leak 

public class StringInterner { 

    public static volatile String lastString; 

 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        for (int iterations = 0;;) { 

            String baseName = UUID.randomUUID().toString(); 

            for (int i = 0; i < 1_000_000; i++) { 

                lastString = (baseName + i).intern(); 

            } 

            if (++iterations % 10 == 0) { 

                // Memory reclaimed by full gc? 

                System.gc(); 

            } 

            LockSupport.parkNanos(500_000_000); 

        } 

    } 

} 

How is it done in practice… 
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G1 leaks interned strings, reported as JDK-8180048 



Start the application with NMT and jemalloc 

# Use jemalloc rather than glibc malloc 

export LD_PRELOAD="/usr/local/lib/libjemalloc.so" 

 

# Configure jemalloc for profiling 

export MALLOC_CONF="prof:true,lg_prof_interval:25, 

  lg_prof_sample:18,prof_prefix:/tmp/jeprof" 

 

# Start with NMT active in detail mode 

java -XX:NativeMemoryTracking=detail -XX:+UseG1GC \ 

     -XX:MetaspaceSize=100m -XX:MaxMetaspaceSize=100m \      

     -Xms512m -Xmx512m –cp classes StringInterner 

How is it done in practice… 
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Set a baseline, then ask for reports 

# Set native memory baseline 

jcmd $(pgrep java) VM.native_memory baseline 

 

# Get diff 

jcmd $(pgrep java) VM.native_memory detail.diff 

 

# Get summary (script this for graphs) 

jcmd $(pgrep java) VM.native_memory summary 

 

# Get details 

jcmd $(pgrep java) VM.native_memory detail 

How is it done in practice… 
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The diff report is persuasive, but in the real world there is much 
more noise from benign allocations 

[0x00007f0df4892fd3] 

VirtualMemoryAllocationWalker::do_allocation_site(ReservedMemoryRegion 

const*)+0x53 

[0x00007f0df4acef3e] 

VirtualMemoryTracker::walk_virtual_memory(VirtualMemoryWalker*)+0x4e 

[0x00007f0df488fa1d] MemBaseline::baseline_allocation_sites()+0xcd 

[0x00007f0df48901a5] MemBaseline::baseline(bool)+0x635 

                             (malloc=3KB +3KB #36 +36) 

 

[0x00007f0df46258d5] Hashtable<oopDesc*, (MemoryType)9>::new_entry(unsigned int, 

oopDesc*)+0x165 

[0x00007f0df4a3e613] StringTable::basic_add(int, Handle, unsigned short*, int, 

unsigned int, Thread*)+0xd3 

[0x00007f0df4a3e802] StringTable::intern(Handle, unsigned short*, int, 

Thread*)+0x182 

[0x00007f0df4a3ecd1] StringTable::intern(oopDesc*, Thread*)+0x131 

                             (malloc=941016KB +783320KB #117627 +97915) 

 

[0x00007f0df4a39af5] SurvRateGroup::stop_adding_regions()+0x375 

[0x00007f0df45c0f0f] 

G1CollectorPolicy::record_collection_pause_start(double)+0x19f 

[0x00007f0df45b4007] 

G1CollectedHeap::do_collection_pause_at_safepoint(double)+0x457 

[0x00007f0df4adf75a] VM_G1IncCollectionPause::doit()+0x9a 

                             (malloc=2KB +2KB #1 +1) 

How is it done in practice… 
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The trend is obvious when the NMT summary is plotted 

How is it done in practice… 
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The jemalloc report also finds the leak in JVM_InternString 

How is it done in practice… 
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jeprof --svg /tmp/jeprof.* >report.svg 
 
jeprof --text /tmp/jeprof.* 

Total: 7707.4 MB 

  7698.2  99.9%  99.9%   7698.2  99.9% os::malloc@91de80 

     9.2   0.1% 100.0%      9.2   0.1% readCEN 

     0.0   0.0% 100.0%      5.4   0.1% 00007f825e7a9208 

     0.0   0.0% 100.0%   7289.3  94.6% 00007f825e8aaba5 

     0.0   0.0% 100.0%   7411.2  96.2% AllocateHeap 

     0.0   0.0% 100.0%     10.1   0.1% Arena::Arena 

... 

     0.0   0.0% 100.0%    317.4   4.1% JNI_CreateJavaVM 

     0.0   0.0% 100.0%   7289.3  94.6% JVM_InternString 

     0.0   0.0% 100.0%    317.4   4.1% JavaMain 



Summary 
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Memory leaks remain a problem, but it is possible to find and fix 
them – use the tools at your disposal and don’t give up! 

 

• Native memory leaks are rare in Java, but they do exist 

 

 

• A serious memory leak can ruin your day (or your nights) 

 

 

• There are tools available, though not very well known 

 

 

• Oracle can get things done really fast given a good test case 

for a high-priority bug – don’t despair 

Summary... 
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Do you want to work with Java and cool 
things? Join us at CodeMint! 

CodeMint AB 
Mässans gata 18 
412 51 Göteborg 
 
work@codemint.com 

And be sure to check out our performance course 19-20/10 – 

two days dedicated to making Java fast again™ 


